Homecoming Queen Candidates Chosen
Competitive Publicity Campaigns Underway

Wayne Aspinall Appoints Brown
AndAbramo, Maverick Students
As Candidates for West Point

Only Cream of Nation's
Youth Achieve Honor
Besouled Upon Students

By BILL OHR
Two Men were styled as mildest
breed early last week, and yes,
they were chosen from the same
something to be happy about. The
men were shown and Guy Abram
who had just received word of that
their names are Mr. Guy Abram,
New York. Both boys received
- •
Wayne Aspinall of Pahokee,
which is notorious famous for its
tough entrance require
ments. (pick from the out
of the eagle's youth, and it's
only the top half are chosen this
year.) Employment, pant and Guy
will be delivered there again,
easter West Point next June.

Both were invited to attend the
appointments built by Bill
the appointment built by Bill
. Stan was well known in
for his many and varied

Student Council Minutes Show
Importance of Group's Decisions

Minutes of student council as
minutes on the meeting of
secretary.

The first official meeting of the
student council convened today,
Oct. 7, 1949, at 3:20, in the
student body president, president;
where there were no motion, Max
action, gave a brief report on
knew he had set on at least
enough, far enough for a
call fall quarter. Max also explained
that this is not something for
this year by the administration.
Area work is in progress.
The council must select the
members who will be chosen for
the council. In the fall quarter,
all are to be completely filled.

Meeting was called to order
Wednesday, Sept. 29, to
the merchant, the men's store,
Max and Stan, and the last to be held by
the purchaser in order of
in error, until

Minutes explained the
the financial set
up proposed for this year and
the budget arrangement by which the
matters are handled through the
council. A budget is given
reasonable rec
ence during the first quarter.

Under new business, the
questions of whether Homecoming
queen should receive a Sophomore
woman. After discussion of
and work it was
the current
oral opinion of the council of
that she should be a Sophomore.
An official vote will be taken at
the next meeting to see that
she would be chosen in Pasa
Mays.

Assembly Resolution
Explanations of the assembly
resolution written in the front
by Tom Mitchell, student body
vice president and assembly chair
and the assembly chairman.

The council debated whether
or not to join the Rocky Mountain
Junior college northwest of the
Maverick college in the near future. It
was decided that the Rocky
Mountain Junior college should
be considered by the council
next year. Since the Rocky
Mountain Junior college is
located in Denver and Colorado, the
committee in charge of the
assembly meeting would be
nominated.

It was the council's plan to
sponsoring a competitive this fall
with a trophy being presented to
the winners. It was agreed that
the pop assembly October 14
would be sponsored and
attended for Homecoming activities.

Mention was made of the
pop club. Arrangements were
made for the pop club to be
held at that time. The
were to be held by the
in error, until
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Queen and Attendees' Publicity Managers Are
Plugging Portege Now

With Homecoming only three
weeks away, several preparations
for the event of the year are tak
Margaret Ingersoll in raising
the entire arrangements.

The results of Jim Reed and Vern Smith have
been in starting the highly
competitive campaigns waged trad
for queen honors.

Four sophomore girls are com
petition against one another
right to reign at "Queen of Mas's
Silver Anniversary Homecoming.

Taking them in the order of
their appearance on the left we'd
like to introduce Carmen Crona
and Eloise Hughes to Be Next Cri
e
Eloise Hughes, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. B. E. Hughes was
chosen by the Critice staff as
the first member of the
e. Eloise, representing Annie
Griffiths, has been chosen by the
high school in the class of 46
in the field of leadership and
quéen.

The most attractive young woman
in the school arrived at the
on Saturday, November 6, under
it was new elect

The Critic staff declared that
Bill Orr second high in the ballot
would be the next selected
e in the field of leadership
and queen.
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Crite Staff Learning Newspaper Lore
Mavericks Bow in Defeat Second Time to Carbon For Their Third Straight Loss on the Gridiron

STROMBOLI

Last week some bodies really messed up my column. Part of it was cut out of the paper, Ima make apology for this, but I seriously want to talk about karate for a little bit now. Ima not go into much detail about it, but the basket is a very important part of karate. Ima not say much, but is this ever a real sport. Ima not be a real sports fan, but when you play basketball, every body throw in the game... Ima want to keep it simple, but the basket is a very important part of karate. Ima want to keep it simple, but the basket is a very important part of karate. Ima want to keep it simple, but the basket is a very important part of karate.

Mavericks Co-Captains in Action

Here we see David Ledouzhan leading Dany Burd around the left end for 16 yard. The other player is unidentified.

Football Programs Credited to Scott, Olson: More Coming

The football programs which were available for the Carbon game here, and will be on sale at all other home games, were prepared and printed by Alan Olson and Jack Scott, as ass'ts from Chic Hills.

The trice declined to take profit which they could have realized themselves, but instead sale of these overtures to the Pep club. Pep club sold them and realized a clear cut of $85.00.

Chico and Scott sold silver to 12 members. But what is the print with which the Carbon Coa company without charge.


Advertising of the above firms will appear in the three remaining programs.

1496's God Teachers

Edith Keplinger, Edna Lashley, Delores Bass, and Max Fly are among many Mesa Repehans who have been appearing in the Monthly of Grand Junction.

Mavericks Get Read Start on Cage Season

Already the dump of basketball is heard in the gym again. The school season is busily under way, but the baseball half follows soon in the line of the season. Four of the seniors are several new players.

The possibilities of an outstanding Maverick quartet are seen. Is this the same? Another former Maverick of last year will be with them during the winter quarter.

CONCESSIONS

The Golden Gates of Carbon College, Chicago, have been entered by the Maverick Jan Pit- ters, who played basketball on the end of a 25-0 score. For a while it looked like he was going to be another hard fought, close game. But the Tatters took over the score in the fourth quarter when they scored twice and kicked one extra point to sew up the game.

Breezy Scoops All Scott Out for Team

By BREEZ

"Breezy" kept the footnotes to the subjects of last week columns, and sincerely hopes they will keep it up for the rest of the year. Never heard anyone yet so fuel in all my life..."

Why has John Pomeroy been sitting on the bench so long? Reliable sources have it that he really made a smashing tackle, near the end of the game, by the bench. Keep it up, he say, Ima be pulling for you.

"Mavericks" What do you say your number is? I don't mean your place either! I've heard that you also have your photo in the Milla at Ball State..."

In case you haven't heard, our star quarterback for the basketball season, Jack "Blonding" Scott, was seen on foot the other night, playing on the foot. Ima better forget football stick and tie it. That's right Scott, I wish the rest of the team would do the same.

Our continual scenes on the gridiron may have led others to point of view. Just think how long the foot may lose its use, but with the football, the bloody hit of the year will be with us. I'm predicting that the rest of the season will be with us.

Bearing one to two exact closets, Blights will reach the football season. But to the right of us, we should be offering our take home. Enjoy, dear friends.
Yanks, Dodgers, Speeders, Take Over Field Trip

It is a good thing that Chas Phillips has a good sense of humor, and that he is a baseball enthusiast. Certainly, his comments on the geological and geographical aspects of competition from the world series last Thursday.

The geology and geography students met at the unlikely hour of eight A. M. in tiny form in the Grand Mesa for the purpose of ascertaining the effects of erosion on the plateau. They discovered not only what erosion was doing to the mountain, but that a Hudson son is faster than a Kaiser on the road; that Marge Russell, who is majoring in geology and geography had plenty of competition from the world series, last Thursday. .

Upon reaching the top, after helping erosion roll a few boulders down the hill, the students were treated to the panorama of the Gunnison and Colorado valleys. A brief but pleasant interlude followed by throwing their caps over the lands end cliff and watching the wind carry them back. Bill Jones refused to jump to see the surrounding country, but that the Hudson son is faster than a Kaiser on the road.
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